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January 18, 1983
SBN-422
T.F. B7.1.2

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. George W. Knighton, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3
Division of Licensing

References: (a) Construction Permits CPPR-135 and CPPR-136, Docket
Nos. 50-443 and 50-444

Subject: Open Item Responses

Dear Sir:

We have enclosed responses to the following open items which were
discussed with representatives of the NRC Staff in meetings conducted on
January 10-12, 1983 and

NRC BRANCH SRP SECTION COMMENTS

| METB 2.3.3 NUREC-0654; Meteorology
|

CSB 6.2.4 LOCA During Containment Purge

RSB 6.3.5 Small Break LOCA; Alarms /
Operator Response Time

i

RSB NUREG-0737 Power Supply for Reactor
' (Item II.B.1) Vessel Vent and Pressurizer

PORV

|

! The enclosed responses will be included in a future Amendment to the OL
| Application.

Very truly yours,

YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

J. DeVI' entis
Project Manager ]

i ALL/fsf

cc: Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Service List

8301210246 830118
PDR ADOCK 05000443
F PDR

1000 Elm St.. P.O. Box 330. Manchester. NH 03105 Telephone (603) 669-4000 TWX 7102207595
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ASLB SERVICE LIST
.

l

Philip Ahrens, Esquire
'Assistant Attorney General

Department of the Attorney
General

Augusta, ME 04333

Representative Beverly Hollingworth
Coastal Chamber of Commerce
209 Winnacunnet Road
Hampton, NH 03842

William S. Jordan, III, Esquire

Harmon & Weiss
1725 I Street, N.W.

Suite 506
Washington, DC 20006

E. Tupper Kinder, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General

208 State House Annex
Concord, NH 03301

Robert A. Backus, Esquire
116 Lowell Street
P.O. Box 516
Manchester, NH 03105

i

Edward J. McDermott, Esquire
.

| Sanders and McDermott
Professional Association
408 Lafayette Road
Hampton, NH 03842

i

l

!

| Jo Ann Shotwell, Esquire
|

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection dureau'

Department of the Attorney General
|

One Ashburton Place, 19th Floor

Boston, MA 02108'

.
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A. CURRENTLY PLANNED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
.

I. Meteorological Monitoring

It is planned that the existing Meteorological Monitoring System

will be continued during the operational phase of the Seabrook

Station. The meteorological data from the primary tower will be

scanned and recorded as 15-minute averages by the plant's process

computer. Strip chart recorders will continue to serve as a backup

source of data. Information on meteorological conditions for the

region in which the site is located will be obtained via

communication with the National Weather Service.

SB FSAR Section 6.2.3.1, SB ER-OLS Section 6.2.3 and SB RAI 451.08

all discuss plans for installation of a 10m backup meteorological

tower on-site in accordance with NUREG-0654, Appendix 2 guidance.

However, Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 essentially states that on-site

backup towers are not necessary if the existing Meteorological

Monitoring System has historically been proven reliable. The

Seabrook primary tower has proven to be a reliable source of

meteorological data; therefore, we feel the need to install a backup

tower is obviated and hereby withdraw our prior commitment as

indicated on the attached annotated FSAR and ER-OLS pages.

II. Atmospheric Dispersion and Dose Projection

Several methods will be available for making atmospheric effluent
.

dif fusion and dose estimates in the event of an accidental airborne

radioactivity release.

A dispersion model will be available on a plant computer to produce

initial transport and dif fusion estimates for the plume exposure

Emergency Planning zone. The model shall use automatically supplied
meteorological data from the Primary Monitoring System to produce

plume dimensions and position, location and magnitude of the peak
relative concentration, and relative concentrations at several

downwind locutions. Using effluent release information and a finite

_. - - _ _ _ - . .- __ _ _ _ _ - .
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cloud external gamma dose model, estimates of near-real-time dose
~

' rates and accumulative doses will also be available. The model will
have the graphics capability of drawing relative concentrations and
Jose isopleths over a background map of the site and vicinity. As a

,

backup to the computer dispersion model, an emergency of f-site dose
nomogram will be available. The dose nomogram will be able to use

'

effluent release it. formation and meteorological data to estimate an

off-site dose rate at a fixed downwind distance. Tables of
diffusion factors will be available to extrapolate this dose rate to

other downwind distances. Descriptions of all systems available for

making diffusion and dose estimates will be provided when the
implementing procedures to the Seabrook Emergency Plan are submitted

to the NRC.

III. -Off-Site Communications

Direct telephone access to the individual responsible for making
of f-site dose projections shall be available to the NRC in the event

of a radiological emergency. Procedures for establishing contact

and identification of contact individuals shall be provided as part

of the implementing procedures.

|
1
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6.2.2 Radiation Data Management System (RDMS)

The RDMS, in conjunction with other monitoring systems, provides the operators
with the ability to assess station radiological conditions during normal
operations, as well as radiological emergency conditions. The Radiation
Data Management System is a microprocessor-based acquisition and display
system. Field mounted detectors communicate individually to their own micro-
processor which in turn communicates to two central processing units (CPU)
on a redundant communication loop. The various parameters monitored include
general area radiation, process radioactivity levels, airborne contamination
levels, and effluent monitoring. The quantity and diversity of the parameters
monitored, along with the display capabilities of the RDMS, provide the oper-
ator with sufficient warning of accident conditions as well as continual
accident assessments. However, the primary means of quantitatively evaluating
system and plant radioactivity levels will be through a program of collecting
physical samples and subjecting these physical sanples to laboratory analysis
to identify specific isotopes and their relation to the RDMS.

Each of the RDMS' monitors alarms in the Control Rooms, the Technical Support
Centers and Radiation Controlled Area concrol point for a variety of alarm
conditions (i.e., high level, alert, power failure, etc.). This system
addresses the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2).

6.2.3 Geophysical Phenomena Monitors

6.2.3.1 Meteorological

Seabrook Station maintains a 210 foot high meteorological tower located near
the south edge of Brown's River, as shown in Figure 6.1. Meteorological
inputs originate from the primary sensors located on the meteorological tower.
The parameters monitored include vertical temperature differences between 43
and 150 feet and between 43 and 209 feet (A T), wind velocity and direction.
It is planned that the existing meteorological tower and instrumentation
will be used during the operational phase of the Seabrook Station. .. - - _ . ,

'
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will be scanned and recorded as 15-minute averages by the plant's process
computer. Strip chart recorders will continue to serve as a backup source
of data.

A Class A dispersion model will be available on a plant computer to produce
initial transport and diffusion estimates for the plume exposure Emergency
Planning Zone. The model shall use automatically supplied meteorological
data from the primary monitoring systam to produce plume dimensions and
position, location and magnitude of the peak relative concentration, and
relative concentrations at several downwind locations. Using effluent release

%
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SB 1 & 2 Amendment 46
FSAR August 1982

information and a finite cloud external gamma dose model, estimates of near-
real-time dose rates and accumulative sector average doses will also be avail-
able. The model will have the graphics capability of drawing relative concen-
trations and dose isopleths over a background map of the site.

A complete description of the operational meteorological measurements program
will be provided when all aspects of the program are finalized.

Ab

6.2.3.2 Seismic

Seabrook Station has installed seismic monitoring equipment in Unit 1, and
alarms are indicated in both Control Rooms. The equipment consists of:

1) Triaxial Time History Accelerographs capable of measuring and per-
manently recording the absolute acceleration versus time for both
horizontal and vertical motion;

2) Triaxial Response Spectrum Recorders capable of permanently record-
ing peak responses as a function of frequency for both horizontal
and vertical motions; and

(
:
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SB 1 & 2 Revision 1
ER-OLS February 1982

Results will be submitted with the annual report (see Section 6.2.2.1). 7

6.2.3 Meteorological Monitoring

It is currently planned that the existing meteorological tower and
instrumentation will be used during the operational phase of the Seabrook

___. .. , . 10 L mi..y _ _ _ . _ _ ; c. : : d -i t' ' ' r7::' :nd
'

Station. -r . --.

f6. ----;-_____-_1-'=''==rr-------- '=CC ' '23"'- ------"us
wm _ ,_n:i;c The meteorological data fmee-boolumense" ''

gut ., ... _____, .__ .;-will be scanned and recorded as 15-minute averages
by the' plant's process computer. Strip chart recorders will continue to serve
as a b'ackup source of data.

'

A Class A dispersion model will be available on a plant computer to produce
initial transport and dif fusion estimates for the plume exposure Emergency
Planning Zone. The model shall use automatically supplied meteorological data
from the primary monitoring system to produce plume dimensions and position,
location and magnitude of the peak relative concentration, and relative
concentrations at several downwind locations. Using effluent release
information and a finite cloud external gamma dose model, estimates of
near-real-time dose rates and accumulative sector average doses will also be
available. The model will have the graphics capability of drawing relative
concentrations and dose isopleths over a background map of the site.

6.2.4 Other Programs 1

No other environmental monitoring programs are planned at this time. If (
future circumstances indicate a need for additional investigation, details
will be provided as supplementary information to the ER-OLS.

1

{
i
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451.08 The existing on-site meteorological measurements program is''

[' (6.2) dercribed in Section 6.1-3 as a pre-operational program. The
(ER) meteorological program is not described as an operational program

in Section 6.2. Describe the proposed operational meteorological
measurerents program, and compare the program with the
pre-operational program described in Section 6.1.3

,

RESPONSE: It is planned that the existing meteorological tower and
instrumentation will be used during the operational phase of the
Seabrook Station. 11 ? ? i ;_ i _ _, _ { ^_ " ..L r, - ,- - - ---- ---u'=u

, ,

- - - -_ . . . . ._ . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . ,_.... .. . .r...
_ , ,

.yy.vu-- .., . .... - - .. .... . ...., ---__ ,____ __ _._...o
.

_ _ , _ . . . ;r. The meteorological data f_ _ _ i_2 2- 7."___, ___

O_ _ _, _ __ __ _ will be scanned and recorded as 15-minute averages
by the plant's process computer. Strip chart recorders will
continue to serve as a backup source of data.

A Class A dispersion model will be available on a plant computer
to produce initial transport and diffusion estimates for the plume
exposure Dsergency Planning zone. The model shall use
automatically supplied meteorological data from the primary
monitoring system to produce plume dimensions and position,
location and magnitude of the peak relative concentration, and
relative concentrations at several downwind locations. Using
effluent release inf ormation and a finite cloud external gamma
dose model, estimates of near-real-time dose rates and
accumulative sector average doses will also be available. The
model will have the graphics capability of drawing relative
concentrations and dose isopleths over a background map of the
site.

Section.6.2 will be revised to include this information on the
proposed operational meteorological measurements program.

|
|

\
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ANALYSIS OF CONTAINMENT PURGING AT LOCA FOR SEABROOK STATION
.

The analysis was performed for the Seabrook Station to determine the reduction
in containment pressure resulting from containment purging during a LOCA for
ECCS backpressure determination. This analysis was based upon the containment
conditions defined in the limiting Seabrook Large Break LOCA FSAR analysis
case (DECLG break, CD-0.6) obtained using the 1978 Westinghouse Evaluation

Model. A containment isolation signal is received in that analysis at 1.23

seconds after inception of the LOCA. Adding 1.5 seconds for signal delay, a
calculation is performed for a Containment Purge System consisting of two
8-inch diameter lines and the following conservative assumptions:

1. A 2.0 second isolation valve closure time is assumed. During the 4.73

second period immediately following the LOCA, no credit is taken for the
reduction in ef fective flow area which occurs while the valve is in the

process of closing.

2. The frictional resistance associated with duct entrance and exit losses,

filters, ductwork bends and skin friction has not been considered.

3. No fan coastdown effects are considered.

4. No inertia is considered. Steady state flow out the Purge System ducts

is established immediately at the time of the LOCA.

A mixture of steam and air will be exhausted from the containment through the

purge lines during the 4.73 seconds that the isolation valves are assumed to

remain open. The effect of the composition of the gas being exhausted on

containment pressure has been bounded by investigating the two extreme cases,

air alone and steam alone. Within several seconds of the inception of the

LOCA, containment pressure will have increased to the point that critical flow

will occur in the purge lines. To bound the calculated gas mixture exhausted

through the purge lines, the critical flow rates of steam and air were

calculated during the first 4.7 seconds of the CD=0.6 DECLG break transient.

Using these flow rates, critical flow was then conservatively assumed to be in

., . _-
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effect from tima zero. Equation 4.18 in Reference 1, was employed to

calculate the critical fJow rate of air through the purge lines. Figure 14 of*

Reference 2 was applied to compute the critical flow rate of steam through the
purge lines. The total mass released during the 4.73 seconds that the valves
are presumed open is calculated as 249 lba air or 178 lbm steam. The impact

on containment pressure at 4.73 seconds resulting from this loss of air or

steam is less than 0.01 psi in either case. The effect of a containment

pressure reduction of this magnitude on the calculated Peak Clad Temperature
(PCT) is less that I deg-F.

The PCT .for the DECLG CD=0.6 case is 1965 deg-F at an FQ of 2.32. Therefore,

there is no FQ penalty and margin with respect to 10CFR50.46 PCT requirements

would remain.

!

REFERENCES

1. Shapiro, A. H. , The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Compressible Fluid

Flow, Volume 1, p.85

2. 1967 ASME Steam Tables, p.301
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440.116 Expand your response to 440.40 to include consideration of the
" possibility that the ECC accumulator isolation valves may be

closed with power removed and certain charging and/or SI pumps may
have their circuit breakers open for low temperature overpressure

considerations.

RESPONSE: To minimize the possibility _of low temperature overpressure
transients during startup and.cooldown, low pressurizer pressure
and low steam line pressure safety injection actuation logic is
manually blocked below 1900 psi. Below 1000 psi, the accumulator
isolation valves are closed and power is removed from the motor
operators. Prior to decreasing RCS temperature below 3050F,
power is removed from the safety injection pumps and the
non-operating charging pumps. It should be noted that the high
containment pressure safety injection actuation logic cannot be
blocked. It should also be noted .that power can be rapidly
restored to the accumulator isolation valves, safety injection

,

pumps and the non-operating charging pumps at the main control
board.

If a steam line rupture occurs while both of these SI actuation
signals are blocked, steam line isolation will occur on high
negative steam pressure rate. An alarm for steam line isolation
will alert the operator of the accident. The nuclear power and
core flux increase is terminated at an RCS pressure that
approximates the beginning of accumulator discharge. This
transient, however, is terminated by the boron resulting from BIT
injection so no adverse impact would be expected to result from

,

accumulator isolation.'

For large LOCA's, sufficient mass and energy would be released to
|

the containment to automatically actuate SI when the containment .

high pressure setpoint is reached. At this time, the operator
would be alerted to the occurrence of a LOCA by the following

safety-related indications:
,

i

j 1. Loss of pressurizer level,

! 2. Rapid decrease of RCS pressure, and
I

3. Increase in containment pressure.

In addition to the above, the following indications are normally
available to the opertor at the control board:

1. Radiation alarms inside containment,

|
2. Increase in sump water level,

!
i 3. Decrease off scale of accumulator water levels and decrease
l in pressure,

4. ECCS valse and pump position and status light in ECCS
! energized indication, and annunciators light as safeguards
| equipment becomes energized, and

|
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5. Flow from ECCS pumps.
.

LOCA's during heatup and cooldown have been evaluated to determine
the effects of the unavailability of the accumulators. The
limiting case is cooldown, due to the presence of decay heat.
Although the safety injection puaps would not be available during
the event, it has been demonstrated that with only one charging
pump, two RHR pumps and no accumulator discharge, peak clad
temperature would only reach about 11000F. Additionally, it has
been demonstrated that with only one charging pump, one RHR pump
and no accumulator discharge, the peak clad temperature would only
reach about 17000F. This is significantly below the Appendix K
requirement and is bounded by the ECCS analysis presented in
Chapter 15.

The pressurizer lo-lo level alarm will alert the operator to a
LOCA occurring during shutdown; this alarm is set to actuate when
the pressurizer liquid level has fallen to 17% full. For very
small LOCAs (approximately two-inch diameter or less) in which the
containment high pressure setpoint may not be reached, the
pressurizer 10-10 level alc s will lead the operator to initiate
pumped safety injection immediately.

The minimum time available to the operator to manually actuate SI

may be determined from WCAP-9601, Volume 3 for the two-inch
break. The four-loop plant two-inch break case of Section 4.4 is
applicable to Seabrook. Within two minutes of the inception of
the break, the pressurizer has emptied, and an alarm will have
been generated. Core uncovery in the reference WCAP-9601 case
occurs more than 1600 seconds after the inception of the break,
but this case presumes pump SI has actuated normally. If SI is
not automatically available, core uncovery will occur about three
hundred seconds earlier. Nevertheless, 20 minutes of time will be
available for the operator at Seabrook to react to an alarm and
manually actuate pumped SI before core uncovery occurs following a,

two-inch break during plant shutdown.

l

i

i
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